Gare #5323 Standing Love Plaque
Medium Brush
"Love Mom Frame" Silkscreen or Pattern
Liner Brush

L-O-V-E
M-O-M

CMM 93 - London Fog
CMM 86 - Pretty in Pink
CMM 44 - Battleship
CMM 98 - Red Hot
1. Paint the heart section with 3 coats of Pretty In Pink using your medium brush.
2. Paint the remaining sections with 3 coats of London Fog using your medium brush.
3. Use a pen to trace on your NCR pattern or use thickened Battleship to apply mother words from the silkscreen. These will go all over the grey letters and face in different directions.
4. If using NCR to apply the words, use your detail brush and paint in the designs with Battleship.
5. Use a pen to trace on your NCR pattern or use thickened Red Hot to apply mother words from the silkscreen. These will go all over the pink heart and face in different directions.
6. If using NCR to apply the words, now use one coat of Red Hot and a detail brush to trace.

**TIPS**

- When applying the pattern, make sure the color underneath is dry.
- Press down firmly to make sure it’s transferring.
- Always peel the paper back to make sure you’ve transferred before removing.
- When outlining with a liner brush, hold the brush straight up and down to get thinner lines, and press down for thicker lines.